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“There is another tree which is very large and has 

wonderfully sweet and large fruit; it is used for 

food by the sages of India who wear no clothes”

Nan-fang ts’ao mu Chuang: A Fourth Century 

Flora  of  Southeast  Asia

kan-chiao

tree. The larger plants are over one armspan in 

circumference. The leaves are ten feet long, or 

sometimes seven to eight feet, and over one to 

almost two feet broad. The flowers are as big as 

a wine cup, with the shape and colour of a lotus. 

Over one hundred pods are attached together 

at the end of the stem, called a fang (spathe). 

They are sweet and palatable and can also be 

preserved in honey. The roots resemble taro,

the largest as big as a carriage wheel. Fruiting 

follows flowering, and the flowers, which have a 

cluster of six pods each, develop successively. 

The pods are not formed simultaneously and 

the flowers do not drop at the same time. It is 

also called Pa-chiao or Pa-chu. Removing the 

peel of the pod, the yellowish-white interior with 

a taste like the grape appears, sweet and soft. 

It satisfies hunger also. There are three kinds. 

The kind with pods the size of a thumb, long and 

pointed, resembling a sheep’s horn in shape, is 

called Yang-chiao-chiao (sheep’s horn banana), 

and is the sweetest and most delicious in taste. 

Another kind with pods the size of a hen’s egg 

ju-chiao (cow’s udder banana), and is slightly 

inferior  to Yang-chiao-chiao. A  third  kind  is 

and considered the most inferior. The stem is 

lime, can be woven into thin cloth, called Chiao-

ko (banana linen).”

Chi  Han’s ‘sheep’s  horn’  banana  could  be 



Africa.  The  Portuguese,  like 

Distribution area of wild bananas
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Globalization
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A cow’s udder banana: Pisang Lemak Manisl



A square banana : Pisang Abu Nipah



Plants on the move

Botany gets organized

Musa 

Linnaeus’ innovative system inspired explorers 

The banana in America
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The banana in Africa

The banana in Asia

Musa lokok

The AB system of classification
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